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Range partitioning is in general a pretty useful technique, but in this case we have something better.
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How do we query and update the segment tree in $O(\log n)$ time?

- **update(node, i, δ):**
  - If $i \in [node.l, node.r)$:
    - $node.value \leftarrow node.value + δ$
    - $update(node.leftChild, i, δ)$
    - $update(node.rightChild, i, δ)$
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Efficiency? $O(\log n)$ time for both operations and $O(n)$ memory
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(See repository for reference solution using lazy updates.)
Variations

The *Fenwick tree* is another tree structure that has similar properties, but is much easier to implement. On the other hand, it’s also more difficult to understand.

- [http://community.topcoder.com/tc?module=Static&d1=tutorials&d2=binaryIndexedTrees](http://community.topcoder.com/tc?module=Static&d1=tutorials&d2=binaryIndexedTrees)
- [http://petr-mitrichev.blogspot.ru/2013/05/fenwick-tree-range-updates.html](http://petr-mitrichev.blogspot.ru/2013/05/fenwick-tree-range-updates.html)